
Key Features Technical Data Related Products

At Dasa we aim to be a positive force in the 
change towards sustainability based on a 
more circular economy.

To be clear about this we defined a symbol 
to stand for Digitalization, Connectivity and 
Sustainability, Dasa DCS. We reserve this 
symbol for products that have taken a sig-
nificant step towards this mission thanks to 
these three entities in combination. When 
the DCS symbol appears on a product, it’s 
a statement saying that this is not just a 
product, it’s part of something bigger.

Dasa GeoInfo is an active navigation application developed especially for use in forestry machines taking 
your productivity to a new level. Dasa GeoInfo supports regional packages in the StanForD  format and 
is used in both harvesters and forwarders. The program displays crucial geographical information about 
the logging contract as well as boundaries, environmental considerations etc.   

Dasa GeoInfo creates a track log on a map to show transport routes and felling. The track log can be 
transferred to a forwarder and Dasa GeoInfo uses the harvester’s production file to display where logs of 
different varieties of tree are located. The operator can easily create waypoints on the map, e.g. to mark 
out strip roads or obstacles. Dasa GeoInfo is easy to use and designed to fully support touch screens. All 
important functions are accessible on the screen via large, distinct buttons.

Dasa GeoInfo

Supports several file formats for maps and 
coordinate systems 
Possible to geo-reference your own map 
A harvesting zone can be displayed on both 
sides of the machine track where the operating 
range of the crane can be seen. 
Displays production from the StanForD Classic 
file PRI or the StanForD2010 file HPR in the 
map.  
Production in an area can be displayed by 
selecting any area on the map. Information can 
be given about volume and number of logs per 
assortment as well as volume and number per 
tree species.
Ability to lay out map alarm for e g boundaries 
or power lines.  
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Supported file types 
Import 
SHP, JPG, TIF, TAB, ZIP, GHD, PRI, HPR, Geore-
ferenced PDF 

Export 
Zip-file including all imported files and SHP-fi-
les created in the program 

Installation requirements:
Win 7, 8, 10

Dasa H70  
Dasa H60 
Dasa F30 
Dasa GeoInfo Training 1 
 
 


